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By Smith, Charlotte

HarperCollins Publishers, 2010. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 15 x 20.4 cm. After the stunning
success of DREAMING OF DIOR, Charlotte Smith offers another irresistible glimpse inside the
wardrobe every women would love to own Inheriting a priceless vintage clothing collection sounds
like every woman's dream come [Url removed]when Charlotte Smith discovered that her American
godmother, Doris Darnell, had made her custodian of more than three thousand pieces dating
from 1790 to 1995, including originals by Chanel and Dior, she was more than a little daunted. From
the moment Charlotte uncovered her first treasure, an exquisite 1920s evening dress, she was
enchanted. But when she found her godmother's book of stories, the true value of her
inheritancehit home. this wasn't a mere collection of beautiful things, it was a preciouscollection of
women's lives. tiny glimpses of our joys and disappointments, our entrances and exits, triumphant
and tragic. In DREAMING OF DIOR, Charlotte shared some of her treasures and the stories of the
women who wore them for the first time. Now, in DREAMING OF CHANE;, with special appearances
by Chanel, VivienneWestwood, Zandra Rhodes, Pucci and many more, Charlotte offers another
unforgettable glimpse inside the magic wardrobe every woman would love to...
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Merely no phrases to describe. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading time. I am happy to tell you that this is basically the greatest book i have go
through in my own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for ever.
-- K a ttie Wunsch-- K a ttie Wunsch

Absolutely essential go through publication. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .
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